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To be profitable, you need to have a good handle on your costs—and that requires 
efficient and effective job costing. 

Job costing consists of tracking and categorizing every cost incurred on a project.  
It provides you with visibility into your expenses so you can:

• Tighten cost control throughout a project.
• Prevent overruns.
• Build a reliable cost history that can be used to improve estimating.
 
It’s important that you know where costs stand at any given time for each project. 
Knowing your true job costs enables you to spot issues and take corrective 
action before costs eat into your profit margins. It also helps you ensure all costs—
including overhead—are allocated to a job so you have the highest potential for 
overall company profitability. 

In an attempt to track job costs, many contractors still rely on time-intensive 
manual methods or spreadsheets. This makes it difficult to figure out exact  
costs. Plus, data is often out of date or lacks the detail needed for reliable  
decision making.

Errors you can, and should, avoid
Three of the top five accounting errors made by construction companies are 
related to job costing:

1. Improper job costs cutoff —omitting costs incurred in the period  
being reported

2. Inaccurate application of overhead to jobs—occurs when the overhead 
rate used to allocate indirect expenses is not an accurate representation of 
current overhead costs

3. Misstatement of estimated job costs—often a result of poor estimating, 
inaccurate cost tracking, or excluding change order information

Source: “The top five accounting errors construction companies make,”
Construction Executive, July 27, 2015.

Why you really need to know your  
job costs
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While many software solutions are great at handling most business accounting 
requirements, they are not set up to meet the unique job cost management needs 
of construction contractors. A construction-specific accounting system like Sage 
100 Contractor tracks job costs as part of your normal accounting and project 
management processes to give you the insight you need. 

This e-book will show you seven ways you can improve job cost tracking. You’ll 
also learn how built-in job cost tools in Sage 100 Contractor can help you increase 
accuracy and gain better insight into your numbers so you can boost profitability.

“I recommend the software to other contractors and 
our subcontractors. So many are struggling without 
job cost accounting software or with software that is 
not fully integrated. Sage eliminates the headache of 
trying to work around software that does not support 
job costing.”
- Brittany Kennedy, operations manager, GM Construction Inc.

Increase accuracy with  
automated solutions
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Stay on top of all your job costs as well as other key project information with a customizable user dashboard.

The Job Cost Summary provides a real-time snapshot of each project.

Drill down into anything on the dashboard to get more details.

Understand how your costs break out by cost type.

Identify when a project may be having cash flow problems before it’s too late.

Each dashboard shows only the content the user is authorized to see.

You define your cost codes.

For each cost code, the report shows original budget, current budget with change orders, 
what you have spent to date, and what you are going to spend.

The report also recaps job cost information by cost type.

Gain greater visibility into your job costs
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With Sage 100 Contractor, you have a complete picture of each project’s total costs at  
your fingertips.

You not only see what you have spent, but what you plan to spend.

View purchase orders and subcontracts by cost code.

1.  Know your  
committed costs 

All too often, your reports show only the expenses paid on a project, which is just 
a portion of your true cost picture. It’s critical to understand your committed costs 
throughout the project so there are no last-minute-surprise invoices or worse—bills 
that come in after a job has been closed out. These surprises lead to profit fade, which 
negatively affects your relationships with bonding companies. 

There’s a better way to track committed costs. Sage 100 Contractor issues and tracks  
all purchase orders and subcontracts including what’s actually been paid and what’s  
still outstanding. The solution also accounts for workers’ hours entered into the  
system that have not yet been processed by accounting as an expense.
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Many contractors experience at least 
10% additional costs due to changes in 

the original project plan.
Source: Taking Control of Changes, Sage

It happens on every job. Your client requests additional work outside the scope of 
the original contract. You run into unforeseen job site conditions. Each time there’s 
a change, it increases your costs. If handled properly, it can be a source of additional 
revenue for your business. If not, you wind up holding the bag.

Sage 100 Contractor makes sure that nothing falls through the cracks and delivers a 
complete change order process. For example, if a building owner requests a change 
to the project scope, you can easily submit the request through Sage 100 Contractor. 
Change orders can be tracked against the prime contract and/or against a subcontract. 
You can even submit no-charge change orders that occur due to any changes you need 
to make against your budget.

Once a change order is approved, Sage 100 Contractor automatically:

• Updates the prime contract to show the requested change in scope.
• Updates the schedule of values on bonded or fixed-price projects so the change 

order can be billed. 
• Updates the job cost budget so contractors know why the budget  

has changed.
• Generates a commitment to a subcontractor to do the work.

Sage 100 Contractor puts you in control of change orders so you get paid for all the work you do.

Sage 100 Contractor lets you create a placeholder for potential change orders the 
minute changes on the job have been reported from the field, and reminders tell you 
when to submit a formal change order request for approval.

Once change order requests have been submitted to the owner, reminders tell you when a 
change order approval is overdue.

2.  Manage change orders
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Labor is the biggest risk of losing money on a construction job. Yet many contractors don’t accurately 
track labor costs because it’s too hard to get complete time card information in on a daily basis.  
You don’t have to struggle with weekly time cards or limited visibility into your true labor costs.

Sage 100 Contractor integrates with mobile time tracking software to capture, approve, and 
submit labor hours from the field on a daily basis. The software tracks all direct labor costs and 
calculates your true labor burden (not just a flat burden rate), so you have a complete account of 
all labor costs connected to a job. Plus, when employees use equipment on the job, Sage 100 
Contractor also applies those equipment costs to the job.  

An employee enters his time 
from a jobsite using  

his smartphone.

1

The superintendent, working 
in the field, approves the 
time report on her tablet.

2

The project manager, 
working from home, reviews 

and approves timesheets.

3

Project managers are able to 
understand the true impact  

on the budget.

5

Workers get paid using 
direct-deposit—on time,  

and accurately.

6

The payroll administrator, at 
the office, processes  

the information.

4

Mobile time entry process

3. Improve labor time tracking 

Sage 100 Contractor gives you a complete picture of your labor costs.

The software calculates Workers’ Comp based on the type of work performed and handles 
both multiple state and certified payrolls.

Total labor costs include true burden.
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The software warns you if costs are out of line with what’s in the contract.

4.  Keep track  
of contracts 

Prime and subcontracts dictate the scope of a project and costs that fall within that 
scope. If the scope changes in a contract or agreed-upon items are incorrectly billed, 
you leave money on the table or pay more than what you planned. 

Sage 100 Contractor tracks all costs against the prime contract, budget, and subcontracts. 
When an invoice comes in, Sage 100 Contractor automatically warns if it is for 
something that is not in the contract. The software will also raise a “red flag” if costs 
exceed what is outlined in the contract.
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5.  Get user-
definable 
alerts and 
scheduled 
reports

When more work comes in the door, it becomes difficult to stay on top of all the schedules, 
costs, and paperwork. If critical job cost issues are left unattended, it could spell disaster for 
a project.

Sage 100 Contractor acts like a personal assistant to monitor job cost and keep the 
appropriate people informed of issues such as:

• Cost codes that are close to going over budget.
• Jobs under- and overbilled.
• Unbilled change orders. 
• Job hours over budget.
• Important concerns including insurance expiration and other  

compliance-related issues. 
 
With Sage 100 Contractor, you can also schedule reports to automatically be distributed 
to key team members. Alerts and reports can be emailed, put on a person’s personal 
dashboard, or both.



Know what your actual costs should be based on the amount of work completed on a project.

The software automatically calculates your actual earned revenue, giving you a clearer 
picture of your income, job profits, working capital, and bonding capacity.
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6.  See work in  
progress costs

On a bonded or fixed-price job that spans several months, your true earned profit 
on the job is not necessarily determined by what you have actually billed less your 
incurred costs at that point in time. To get an accurate picture, billings and costs 
must be properly aligned based on the actual percent of work complete at that time. 

Sage 100 Contractor makes it easy to see each job’s work in progress costs and how 
those costs compare to current billings. This allows you to proactively address any 
over- and underbillings and more accurately predict profits. Sureties also require this 
type of information from bonded contractors, so they can make sure projects are moving 
along as planned.



Track actual costs against the original and revised budget, then use the information to refine 
future estimates.
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7.  Create more  
accurate 
estimates 

Contractors who don’t have a good idea of their true job costs will, in turn, continue to 
bid with bad numbers. This can jeopardize your chance of winning bids. Even worse, you 
could win a job because your bid is too low—and wind up losing money on the project. 

Sage 100 Contractor helps you determine true job costs so you can feel more 
confident in estimates and win more profitable jobs. As an added bonus, once an 
estimate is final and the job awarded, you can immediately create a proposal, job budget, 
purchase orders, and subcontracts directly from the estimate.
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Real visibility.  
Real results.

Visibility into your job costs is key to your success—you have to know your job costs in order to control 
them. Sage 100 Contractor provides the easiest access to critical job cost and project information to 
help you manage your business operations more effectively.

 
The built-in job cost capabilities in Sage 100 Contractor:

• Provide a detailed breakdown of costs.
• Offer historical data to help you build more accurate bids.
• Deliver timely, accurate reports.
• Track actual costs versus budgeted costs.
• Monitor job cost status.
• Allow you to make changes based on current data.

For more information about Sage 100 Contractor, visit sage100contractor.com or call 800-628-6583.

http://www.sage.com/us/sage-construction/sage-100-contractor
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